
Monday
04/01/2019

Extra Resources
Attachments
Adaptation.pptx

Intervention

Math
geometry grids and
patterns
LEARNING TARGET: I can
generate two numerical
patterns using two given
rules. I can use a pair of
perpendicular number lines,
called axis, to define a
coordinate system, with the
intersection of the lines ( the
origin) arranged to coincide
with the 0 on each line and a
given point in the plane
located by using an ordered
pair of numbers, called
coordinates.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: TW use the
attached ppt to introduce
coordinate grids. Use color
the coordinate grid activity
from interactive notebook
page 8 for notebook.

Independent: SW complete
the practice page from
smart to the core Train the
Brain practice 1 as an exit
slip to check for
understanding.

Tuesday
04/02/2019

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
Geometry/grids/patterns
oa2.3

Writing FSA - 120
Minutes

Science
Adaptations
Writing FSA - 120 Minutes

Show videos after the test:

Safari montage: animal life
cycles
Safari montage: all about
animal life cycles
Standards

SC.5.L.17.1 Compare and c
ontrast adaptations displayed
by animals and plants that en
able them to survive in differe
nt environments such as life c
ycles variations, animal beha
viors and physical characteris
tics. (DOK 2)
SC.5.L.15.1 Describe how,
when the environment chang
es, differences between indivi
duals allow some plants and
animals to survive and reprod
uce while others die or move

Wednesday
04/03/2019

Early Release

Extra Resources

Math
Geometry/grids/patterns
tables
LEARNING TARGET:
I can generate two numerical
patterns using two given
rules. I can use a pair of
perpendicular number lines,
called axis, to define a
coordinate system, with the
intersection of the lines ( the
origin) arranged to coincide
with the 0 on each line and a
given point in the plane
located by using an ordered
pair of numbers, called
coordinates.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Finish attached
ppt from Monday for
coordinate grids. TW
introduce patterns.

Independent: SW complete
the think tank question
page from Smart to the
core for practice and exit
slip.

CENTERS:
Small Group- TW work with
students after checking exit
slip.

Thursday
04/04/2019

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
Geometry/grids/patterns
and tables
LEARNING TARGET:
I can generate two numerical
patterns using two given
rules. I can use a pair of
perpendicular number lines,
called axis, to define a
coordinate system, with the
intersection of the lines ( the
origin) arranged to coincide
with the 0 on each line and a
given point in the plane
located by using an ordered
pair of numbers, called
coordinates.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Pattern tables;
interactive notebook 5oa.3
page 7

Independent: Smart to the
core lesson 3 page 26-27

CENTERS:
Small Group- TW work with
students after checking exit
slip.
Technology-IXL U.1 and U.2
Task Cards- I can
coordinate planes task
cards

Friday
04/05/2019

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
Geometry/grids/patterns
and tables
LEARNING TARGET:
I can generate two numerical
patterns using two given
rules. I can use a pair of
perpendicular number lines,
called axis, to define a
coordinate system, with the
intersection of the lines ( the
origin) arranged to coincide
with the 0 on each line and a
given point in the plane
located by using an ordered
pair of numbers, called
coordinates.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Summative

Independent: SW take the
summative and then finish
centers

CENTERS:
Small Group- TW work with
students after checking exit
slip.
Technology-IXL U.1 and U.2
Task Cards- I can
coordinate planes task
cards
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CENTERS:
Small Group- TW work with
students after checking exit
slip.
Technology-IXL U.1 and U.2
Task Cards- I can
coordinate planes task
cards
Application-5g.1 plotting
pictures page 11
Interactive
Notebook- constellation
coordinates
Journal-choose one
Iready-two lessons
Problem of the
day-10.1,10.2,10.3,10.4
Extension-FRECKLE (used
to be Front Row)
Kimmel code: 7679BT

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE:axes,
coordinate plane,
coordinates, corresponding
terms, horizontal, plot, rule,
ordered pairs, origin, point,
quadrant, sequence, vertical,
x-axis, y-axis, x and y
coordinates.

RESOURCES:
Standards

MAFS.5.OA.2 Analyze patter
ns and relationships.
MAFS.5.OA.2.3 Generate tw
o numerical patterns using tw
o given rules. Identify appare
nt relationships between corr

to new locations. (DOK 3)

Attachments
AnimalAdaptationsPosterDesignforUpperElementary.pdf

Technology-IXL U.1 and U.2
Task Cards- I can
coordinate planes task
cards
Application-5g.1 plotting
pictures page 11
Interactive
Notebook- constellation
coordinates
Journal-choose one
Iready-two lessons
Problem of the
day-10.1,10.2,10.3,10.4
Extension-FRECKLE (used
to be Front Row)
Kimmel code: 7679BT

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: axes,
coordinate plane,
coordinates, corresponding
terms, horizontal, plot, rule,
ordered pairs, origin, point,
quadrant, sequence, vertical,
x-axis, y-axis, x and y
coordinates.

RESOURCES:
Standards

MAFS.5.OA.2 Analyze patter
ns and relationships.
MAFS.5.OA.2.3 Generate tw
o numerical patterns using tw
o given rules. Identify appare
nt relationships between corr
esponding terms. Form order
ed pairs consisting of corresp
onding terms from the two pat
terns, and graph the ordered
pairs on a coordinate plane.

Application-5g.1 plotting
pictures page 11
Interactive
Notebook- constellation
coordinates
Journal-choose one
Iready-two lessons
Problem of the
day-10.1,10.2,10.3,10.4
Extension-FRECKLE (used
to be Front Row)
Kimmel code: 7679BT

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: axes,
coordinate plane,
coordinates, corresponding
terms, horizontal, plot, rule,
ordered pairs, origin, point,
quadrant, sequence, vertical,
x-axis, y-axis, x and y
coordinates.

RESOURCES:
Standards

MAFS.5.OA.2 Analyze patter
ns and relationships.
MAFS.5.OA.2.3 Generate tw
o numerical patterns using tw
o given rules. Identify appare
nt relationships between corr
esponding terms. Form order
ed pairs consisting of corresp
onding terms from the two pat
terns, and graph the ordered
pairs on a coordinate plane.
(DOK 2)

Science
Adaptations

Application-5g.1 plotting
pictures page 11
Interactive
Notebook- constellation
coordinates
Journal-choose one
Iready-two lessons
Problem of the
day-10.1,10.2,10.3,10.4
Extension-FRECKLE (used
to be Front Row)
Kimmel code: 7679BT

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: axes,
coordinate plane,
coordinates, corresponding
terms, horizontal, plot, rule,
ordered pairs, origin, point,
quadrant, sequence, vertical,
x-axis, y-axis, x and y
coordinates.

RESOURCES:
Standards

MAFS.5.OA.2 Analyze patter
ns and relationships.
MAFS.5.OA.2.3 Generate tw
o numerical patterns using tw
o given rules. Identify appare
nt relationships between corr
esponding terms. Form order
ed pairs consisting of corresp
onding terms from the two pat
terns, and graph the ordered
pairs on a coordinate plane.
(DOK 2)

Attachments
CoordinateGridsandGeomtrySummative.docx
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esponding terms. Form order
ed pairs consisting of corresp
onding terms from the two pat
terns, and graph the ordered
pairs on a coordinate plane.
(DOK 2)

Attachments
CoordinateGrids.pptx
FREECoordinateMathCenterGame.pdf
5.g.1interactivenotebook.pdf
ICANCoordinatePlanes.pdf

Science
Adaptations

LEARNING TARGET: I can
compare and contrast
adaptations displayed by
animals and plants that
enable them to survive in
different environments such
as life cycles variations,
animal behaviors and
physical characteristics.

I can describe how, when the
environment changes,
differences between
individuals allow some plants
and
animals to survive and
reproduce while others die or
move to new locations.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• FSA review questions

PPT. (5 daily - answers in

(DOK 2)

Science
Adaptations
LEARNING TARGET: I can
compare and contrast
adaptations displayed by
animals and plants that
enable them to survive in
different environments such
as life cycles variations,
animal behaviors and
physical characteristics.

I can describe how, when the
environment changes,
differences between
individuals allow some plants
and
animals to survive and
reproduce while others die or
move to new locations.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• FSA review questions

PPT. (5 daily - answers in
the notes section on PPT.)
- Attached 3/28

• Discovery Education -
Science Techbook -
Animal Survival Lesson

APPLICATION:
• Students Login to

Discovery Education on
their iPads and complete
the assignments on
Animal Survival

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: exoskeleton,

LEARNING TARGET: I can
compare and contrast
adaptations displayed by
animals and plants that
enable them to survive in
different environments such
as life cycles variations,
animal behaviors and
physical characteristics.

I can describe how, when the
environment changes,
differences between
individuals allow some plants
and
animals to survive and
reproduce while others die or
move to new locations.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• FSA review questions

PPT. (5 daily - answers in
the notes section on PPT.)
- Attached 3/28

APPLICATION:
• Internet Scavenger Hunt
ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: exoskeleton,
food production,
invertebrates, ovary/egg,
pistil, pollen/sperm,
reproduction, stamen,
vertebrates, adaptation
(physical or behavioral),
camouflage, carnivore,
competition, consumer,
environment, food chain,
herbivore, hibernation,
migration, omnivore,

Science
Adaptations
LEARNING TARGET: I can
compare and contrast
adaptations displayed by
animals and plants that
enable them to survive in
different environments such
as life cycles variations,
animal behaviors and
physical characteristics.

I can describe how, when the
environment changes,
differences between
individuals allow some plants
and
animals to survive and
reproduce while others die or
move to new locations.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• FSA review questions

PPT. (5 daily - answers in
the notes section on PPT.)
- Attached 3/28

APPLICATION:
• Finish projects from this

week (Poster, Discovery
Education Assignments,
Internet Scavenger Hunt)

• Adaptations Formative -
Adaptations Poster (out
of 15 points - 1 point for
each section)

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: exoskeleton,
food production,
invertebrates, ovary/egg,
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the notes section on PPT.)
- Attached 3/28

• Go through together whole
group:
http://tarheelreader.org/
2010/02/22/animal-
adaptations/

APPLICATION:
• Adaptations poster project
ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: exoskeleton,
food production,
invertebrates, ovary/egg,
pistil, pollen/sperm,
reproduction, stamen,
vertebrates, adaptation
(physical or behavioral),
camouflage, carnivore,
competition, consumer,
environment, food chain,
herbivore, hibernation,
migration, omnivore,
population, predator, prey,
producer, resources

RESOURCES:

food production,
invertebrates, ovary/egg,
pistil, pollen/sperm,
reproduction, stamen,
vertebrates, adaptation
(physical or behavioral),
camouflage, carnivore,
competition, consumer,
environment, food chain,
herbivore, hibernation,
migration, omnivore,
population, predator, prey,
producer, resources

RESOURCES:
Standards

SC.5.L.15.1 Describe how,
when the environment chang
es, differences between indivi
duals allow some plants and
animals to survive and reprod
uce while others die or move
to new locations. (DOK 3)
SC.5.L.17.1 Compare and c
ontrast adaptations displayed
by animals and plants that en
able them to survive in differe
nt environments such as life c
ycles variations, animal beha
viors and physical characteris
tics. (DOK 2)

population, predator, prey,
producer, resources

RESOURCES:
Standards

SC.5.L.15.1 Describe how,
when the environment chang
es, differences between indivi
duals allow some plants and
animals to survive and reprod
uce while others die or move
to new locations. (DOK 3)
SC.5.L.17.1 Compare and c
ontrast adaptations displayed
by animals and plants that en
able them to survive in differe
nt environments such as life c
ycles variations, animal beha
viors and physical characteris
tics. (DOK 2)

Attachments
EcosystemsInternetScavengerHuntFoodChainsFoodWebs.pdf
ECOSYSTEMSINTERNETSCAVENGERHUNTQRCodes.docx

pistil, pollen/sperm,
reproduction, stamen,
vertebrates, adaptation
(physical or behavioral),
camouflage, carnivore,
competition, consumer,
environment, food chain,
herbivore, hibernation,
migration, omnivore,
population, predator, prey,
producer, resources

RESOURCES:
Standards

SC.5.L.15.1 Describe how,
when the environment chang
es, differences between indivi
duals allow some plants and
animals to survive and reprod
uce while others die or move
to new locations. (DOK 3)
SC.5.L.17.1 Compare and c
ontrast adaptations displayed
by animals and plants that en
able them to survive in differe
nt environments such as life c
ycles variations, animal beha
viors and physical characteris
tics. (DOK 2)
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